OVERVIEW
House of Funk, established in 2019, is a craft brewery and coffee
roaster in North Vancouver, embracing the funky side of life.
With a strong identity, a unique venue and a high quality of
products, the company already succeed in building a good
reputation and a supportive online community.
The recommendations for the next steps would be to keep doing
what has been working, add some brand content, and imagine a
business development that fits to the company values.

WEBSITE

INTERNAL AUDIT #1

CLARITY OF OBJECTIVES

SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE

House of main business is selling
beer and coffee. Social media are
used to promote the products and
the objective is very clear.

House of Funk is currently present on 5 platforms.
The Instagram and Facebook profiles are promoted
on the website (icon in the header).
The brand has Google My Business and Yelp accounts.
It also has a non-promoted LinkedIn account
with 28 followers.

7 919 Followers
903 Followers
97 Reviews / 4.7
17 Reviews / 4

PLANNING
The posting frequency on Facebook and
Instagram is very consistent (almost
every weekday).
The brand doesn’t post on LinkedIn (it
is just an ID profile).

87%

INTERNAL AUDIT #2

QUALITY OF CONTENT
The tone sounds right (fun, funk, audacious:
“wanna be funk buddies?”, grateful to clients and
partners).
The visual content relevant and neat.
Most of the posts are about the products (craft
beer, coffee, merchandizing) and more
occasionally about events, collaborations,
articles…

LOOK & FEEL
The brand defines itself as a “small brewery and coffee
roaster dedicated to the FUNKier side of life and
liquids.”
The website definitely reflects that definition. It is
FUNK, with a strong visual identity (the brand uses
illustration as a signature), and looks like a confidential
and indie business, almost like a “secret society.”
Each social media platform displays the logotype of
the company. Pictures are mostly good quality and
relevant (venue and products), and used on the
different platforms. It is usually colourful and the venue
is used to stage the products.

QUALITY OF INTERACTIVITY
The brand quickly responds to the followers’
comments (answering questions or supporting
with a like).
Although the interrogative way is sometimes
used in the posts and an automatic chat
window is launched on Facebook the brand is
not pro-active to create dialogue.
Very occasionally, the company invites
customers to ask technical questions about
brewing.

INTERNAL AUDIT #3
FEEDBACK

INTEGRATION WITH ONLINE MEDIA

It looks like the brand
actively listen to the
consumers (example on the
left “you asked, and now we
deliver”).
They do answer any concern
in comments.
Users can also find a FAQ on
the website.
Yet, there is no customer
service promoted and it
seems like there is no real
process to deal with
feedback.

The company promotes all its products and events on
its website and on social media.
Sponsored posts or online advertisements don’t seem
to exist yet.
A web section is dedicated to the press articles.
Consumers can order on the website and a call to
action button “shop now” has been added to the
Facebook page.

INTEGRATION WITH
OFFLINE MEDIA
No data (as an independent business, it is unlikely
it invests in an offline media campaign though).
Yet the brand focus on merchandising and offers
hats, glasses, jackets, t-shirts, stickers.

EXTERNAL AUDIT
COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
Platforms and followers at a glance of 3 competitors + House of Funk.
33 Acres Brewing is the most followed on social media, Red Truck Beer is a top seller, and Beere Brewing is an outsider, located
next door to House of Funk in North Vancouver. They all have an online shop.
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EXTERNAL AUDIT #1
COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

The most followed on social media
39,9 K Followers

House-brewed craft beer & cafe fare offered in a cool,
minimalist space with rustic accents.

9 269 Followers
7 670 Followers
728 Reviews / 4.5

Identity / Image
++ Very consistent,
very appealing.
Trendy, minimalist,
hipster.

Sentiment analysis
Very strong supportive
and active online
-mostly localcommunity.

Social Media
Very consistent. Self-promotion.
Excel at showcasing product, introducing the
team and storytelling.
Example of initiative: “you someone earned it”.
https://www.instagram.com/p/B_6K_6qBd2K/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CALXnCVn6z1/
https://33acresbrewing.com/

EXTERNAL AUDIT #2
COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
6 212 Followers
1 166 Followers

The “neighbor” and outsider
Beere Brewing is a family business built on brewing high
quality beer and providing great service, all from a cool little
tasting room with a view of the water. Father and son
opened the doors to our brewery in 2017.

450 Followers
180 Reviews / 4.7

Identity / Image
+ Appealing visual identity.
+ Neat beer names “legit
snacks,” “go easy”…
- Pictures look a bit amateur
though, and products are
simply staged.
> Familial, casual.

Sentiment analysis
Small supportive and
active* online -mostly
local- community.
*expressing love and
support

Social Media

https://www.beerebrewing.com/

Relatively consistent on Instagram and Twitter.
Looks like the brand gave up on Facebook!
+ The tone is “chill” and can be funny.
- Not proactive. Lack of apparent strategy.

EXTERNAL AUDIT #3
COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

The top seller
Founded in 2005, Red Truck Beer Company is one of BC’s
premier craft breweries, winning numerous awards for its
carefully brewed beers.

12 K Followers
8 569 Followers
7 822 Followers
485 Reviews / 4.3

58 Followers

Identity / Image
The centrepiece of the Red
Truck brewery is an old
school 50s-style TruckStop
Diner. The identity of the
brand is built “on values of a
simpler time”.

Sentiment analysis
Positive comments.
Followers like teasing.

Social Media
Proactive and consistent. Promotes products
and lifestyle, sponsors a lot of events.
#brewedforadventure
https://redtruckbeer.com/

TARGET AUDIENCE
Greater
Vancouver

PERSONA PROFILE

| Who is he?

Sean is 32 and lives in North Vancouver with his
girlfriend and their dog. They both work and have a
decent purchasing power.
He is very comfortable with social media and new
technologies that he uses daily. He follows and
supports the brands, venues and public figures he
likes on social media (Norco, Mec, Chocolate
Skateboard, Commodore Ballroom…).
He cares about environment, his family, human and
animal rights, his job. He is very active and loves
outdoors activities. He values new experiences and
unique products.

Millennials

No gender target
(equal mix men and women)

•

His favourite social media platforms are Instagram to connect with his friends,
follow the brands and athletes he likes, and Youtube to watch videos of mountain
bike and skateboard. He also has a Facebook account that he used to connect
with family or as a news feed, and influenced by friends and media, he recently
subscribed to a TikTok account.

•

To find a vendor, Sean sometimes looks at reviews, that he finds on Google or Yelp
(but does not trust them completely), and prefers referrals from their co-workers,
friends or family. Even if he has his favourite addresses, he likes exploring and
discovering new places.

•

Pain points: As a team player and a family guy, Sean needs his girlfriend or
friends/family approval.

•

He wants good quality, good service, feeling like he “belongs” to the place when he
goes somewhere, nice aesthetic and design, be surprised, diversity.

•

He does not want a bad service, feeling transparent, a lack of brand identity, buying
to a (restaurant or home design) chain.

•

Sean is a loyal customer when the place and the product match with his lifestyle
and values: local production, unique identity, innovation, open lines of
communication.

BUYER DECISION
Decision process of choosing House of Funk

2. Information search

4. Purchase

Search by geolocation (Apple, Google
Maps…); on Google; word-of-mouth
from friends, co-coworkers and family.

Go on site.

1. Problem recognition

3. Evaluation of alternatives

5. Post-purchase evaluation

Vancouverites are looking for new
places to go out and try new local craft
beer while having a good time.

Compare reviews on Google and Yelp of
2 microbreweries in the same area, look
at websites and social media (comparing
types of beers, branding, snacks)

Post pictures on Instagram while identifying
the brand. > sharing experience
+ Follow the brewery on Instagram to be
informed about the coming events and
products.

MARKETING
Overview

Product

Price

Promotion

Place

House of Funk offers craft beer,
roasted coffee, snacks provided
by local suppliers, merchandizing
such as hats, hoodies, tee-shirts,
glasses.

From $4.25 for a beer on tap to
$80 for a jacket.
In comparison with competitors,
it is considered as the middle
range and affordable.

House of Funk defines itself as a small
company and it looks like they made
the choice to do things right rather than
big. They built a strong identity and
produced very sleek images from the
beginning. Every product release is
consistent, word of mouth seems to be
a big part of the promotion, with social
media. Merchandizing is also very
present. It’s a very young company and
yet they managed to get good press
articles and awards.

The brand states on its website
that its beer, for the time being, will
exclusively be released and sold at
House of Funk (online and at the
North Van location).

SHOP

On the other hand, House of Funk
coffee is distributed in cafes,
restaurants, and wholesalers in the
Greater Vancouver.
PRESS

SUMMARY OF
ANALYSIS
What more could HOUSE
OF FUNK do?

What HOUSE OF
FUNK is good at?
Apparently a lot of things!
The brand has a brand’s philosophy “dedicated to the
FUNKier side of life” that the consumer can experience every
step with the brand: in the visual identity (logotype and
pictures), on the products packaging, on the merchandizing
or at the venue, in the social media etiquette (polite and
fun, a bit audacious, making people smile), in the products
themselves, like a sour beer called “funk juice.”

+

The brand is young and so far, has focused on delivering
high quality products and showcasing them (in a visual way)
on social media.
Storytelling is not the strong point of House of Funk, neither
engaging its audience.
Also, the brand’s business strategy is, for now, to keep its
beer exclusive. Yet, with a growing success, we can imagine
a business development such a second brewery location
“HOF East Van” or “HOF Squamish” (a location that would
suits the values and clientele of the brand and allows the
company to keep exclusivity of its products and its identity).

Consistency, high quality of products, strong identity,
attention to details

-

Story telling, engaging audiences

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Next Steps

The recommendations need to fit with the values of the brand and its strategy to move forward but almost “off the grid” (without showing
off), respecting what it achieved with success so far. Here is what we can suggest for the future of House of Funk:

01

Write an appealing brand storytelling
The brand needs more than a philosophy, it needs a
story. When, who, why was it created? Consumers
want to know. It doesn’t have to be fancy, it just hasto
be authentic and perfectly written.
Then make it available in a press kit and in the web
section “about us.”

02

Create more video content
The brand content of HOF is very static so far. Many
studies show that video content increases user
engagement. Suggestions for video content: team
presentation, craft beer production, events like music
shows (backstage, live…). If the owners want to stick
with the mysterious concept of “secret society”, we
could imagine some content only available with a
code that would be given by purchasing a certain
type of product.
Note: One attempt of video has been made recently to promote
coffee and posted on Facebook. Very aesthetic, the video looks
like a commercial. Why not try to use it this way with a
Facebook and Instagram ad campaign?

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
RECOMMENDATIONS.2
The Next Steps

03

Create merchandising collaborations
So far, the collaborations were about food or drinks
(Earnest Ice Cream made with the beans of HOF for
example). HOF could imagine a very limited edition of
tech accessories (laptop and iPhone case, mockup next
page) with a local supplier. It would reinforce the
feeling of belonging to the community.
Each year, a new line of products with an exclusive
partner could be release, and promoted on social
media.

04

Personify the brand
The social media platforms of the brand are very
product oriented. To “humanize” the brand, make it more
approachable for the audience, it could be relevant to
create a mini-series about the people involved in the
company (founders, barista, brewer…). HOF carefully
chooses its employees for their expertise. The public
should know about it.
The miniseries could be short videos biweekly released
on social media. #meettheFUNKteam
To go further and engage with the audience, it could go
with a caption “say hi to…” , “show your love to…”, “if you
have any question regarding coffee, she’s your girl!”

